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INTRODUCTION: PROBLEMATIC AND OBJECTIVES
Crossing System Engineering and Model Driven principles, Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is defined as the formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification and validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout development and later life cycle phases [1]. MBSE promotes the creation and the management of various models of a so-called System of Interest (SoI). A model is built with respect to designer’s objectives and is dedicated to a particular modelling viewpoint, e.g., requirements, functional, logical, physical, or behavioral. Models are nowadays created by the means of modeling languages known as Domain Specific Modeling Languages (DSML). Within this context, model Veriﬁcation and Validation (V&V) activities are considered as a crucial support for designers at least during the upstream phases of system lifecycle processes [2]. So we focus hereafter on requirements engineering and architectural design processes. Different V&V strategies can be applied, classified into: Model Appraisal, Guided Modelling, Simulation and Formal Proof [3]. They are complementary because they are based on various techniques, methods and tools, but considered efficient even if they are used separately. However (see Figure 1) current V&V strategies are performed by the means of speciﬁc modelling activities and/or of more or less automated model transformations that take into account speciﬁcities and expected input models for the V&V environment. The achieved V&V results must then be translated-back and interpreted for the initial SoI models. Finally, based on these V&V results, the SoI models are revisited for improvement. The process is iterative and repeated until the SoI models reach a certain level of quality and of relevance considering the initial stakeholder objectives. They become then a relying and accurate source of information about the SoI, allowing SE experts to make decisions with conﬁdence.

Figure 1: Current Model-Based V&V lifecycle
Despite the beneﬁts of reusing already existing V&V methods and tools, several limitations remains still a subject of a debate. First, the use of different approaches,
frameworks and tools is a relatively tedious and difficult task that requires huge learning, mastering and getting used to efforts. Second, the use of model-transformations might lead to information loss and misinterpretation of the V&V results. An accurate transformation of all SoI models into a single formal specification relative to the used framework is indeed difficult to define (e.g., considering that all the properties of the SoI are not, or cannot, be correctly mapped into the formal specification relative to the used framework) [4].

This paper introduces a tool-equipped method called xviCore (executable, verifiable and interoperable Core) for the successful and eased combination and implementation of all four V&V strategies to provide an overall better V&V for the achievement of more valid and less error-prone models. xviCore aims at bridging the gap between the designed SoI models and the existing V&V techniques and tools. The above highlighted issues are addressed by composing different research results relative to the V&V strategies into the expected method that aims to support (1) guided modelling, (2) simulation, and (3) formal proof. It contributes also to the model appraisal strategy, by proposing SE experts to develop their own DSML and to implement the three strategies quoted above when performing their expertise.

The first issue concerns the variety of V&V techniques and tools for each strategy and by evidence the required learning, mastering and getting use to efforts. Of course, mastering xviCore and its techniques and tools is still required, but we argue that xviCore is optimized in terms of assisted and guided use and required technical skills to master, with respect to the current state of the art approaches discussed below. The second issue related to the use of model transformations is tackled by providing the means to directly manage SoI models, without transforming them to a third-party approach. So, after designing the SoI models by using our guided modeling approach, experts can execute models (separately of by combining various models) and formally check some of the expected SoI properties by using the same model or composition of models.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the general definitions for model verification and model validation, and details each of the above quoted V&V strategies with various references to existing works. Section 3 presents xviCore. It introduces first the needs that xviCore must address, before introducing its components (i.e., various techniques and tools) by quoting our works that can provide the reader with more details. Section 4 concludes the paper and states out research perspectives.

**MODEL V&V: DEFINITIONS AND STRATEGIES**

Within the MBSE context, models are used during the upstream phases of SoI development by experts to understand and argue about a given SoI (its structure and behavior), to perform various analyzes (e.g., analyses of SoI performance, safety, security, robustness, or resilience) and finally, to support them throughout decision making processes (e.g., an architectural choice about the SoI). These decisions impact as well the downstream phases of SoI development (e.g., an error detection based on a modelled SoI exponentially reduces the overall SoI costs, risks, safety or security, in comparison to late error detection - after the deployment of the real SoI). It is thus imperative, prior to any decision to assure that used models are error-free and valid, as much as possible, by performing V&V activities.

**Model Verification** aims to demonstrate that a model is consistent and correct, assuring the absence of modelling errors, mistakes and oversights, the respect to particular modelling rules (i.e., conformity to a metamodel, constraints and invariants verifications) and rules corresponding to domain expertise (i.e., good practices and patterns), and last the expected model behavior. **Model validation** aims to demonstrate that a model is the right one and is trustworthy, providing an accurate representation of a SoI in a viewpoint, as imagined by different stakeholders (i.e., the model respects the stakeholder and system requirements). The goal of V&V activities is to provide models of a SoI that can be used more easily and less costly to determine different solutions and to decide the Integration, Verification, Transition and Validation (IVTV) plan in the downstream phases of system lifecycle processes [2]. This must be done with respect to the needs and the strategy of an enterprise and its resource capabilities. V&V activities are performed considering SoI models, first separately and then together to provide more complete and suitable representation of a SoI, respecting the models’ mutual coherence as well as their adequacy and global fidelity to the SoI.

There are four main strategies to implement V&V activities based on models: **Model Appraisal**, **Guided Modelling**, **Simulation** and **Formal Proof** [3]:

**Model Appraisal** involves (1) human resources (i.e., domain experts that have experience in the evaluation and the appraisal of models of a SoI relative to their domain of expertise) and (2) technical resources (i.e., different approaches, frameworks and tools for V&V might be requested to assist and help the experts during the process). This is an efficient method for determining the quality of a given model, but is relatively expensive, particularly in a multidisciplinary context where multiple V&V specialists with different domain expertise are required.

**Guided Modelling** consists in guiding and assisting model designers during the SoI modelling phase. We distinguish: (1) pattern-based approaches, (2) boilerplate-based approaches and (3) feedback-based approaches. The pattern-based approaches promote the use of modeling patterns, hints and frameworks for guiding experts during a design process. The goal of pattern-based approaches is to eliminate structural design errors by proposing possible and already validated solutions to a problem considered then to be good practices. For instance, a model-driven framework for guided design space exploration is proposed in [5]. The boilerplate-based approaches introduce template models that contain crucial, already validated information about a given domain. The goal of boilerplate-based approaches is to ease the work of designers by providing a solid starting point basis with pre-verified information. For instance, the European CESAR project [6] proposes boilerplates-based requirements specification language. The feedback-based approaches promote the reuse of models and examples that are considered to be, at least, verified and validated, or, at best, standardized in a given domain. The goal of feedback-based approaches is to share the domain experience (problems,
For the second need of Verification and Validation (V&V) covering the whole representation of a SoI, DSML must include and integrate semantics. Semantics is often neglected or, when needed, provided by means of translating the DSML into third-party formalisms [15]. This is a key limitation for implementing “direct” V&V activities without transforming into third party approaches [16]. According to [17], DSML semantics can be divided into a static semantics, representing concept meaning and different types of constraints (e.g., pre and post conditions, invariants, etc.) and a dynamic semantics, dealing with the way models behave.

However, on the one hand, building DSML remains currently difficult for SE experts with low level of software engineering skills [13]. To address this issue, we highlight the following needs. (1) Guide the modelling towards models that are “well-constructed” by providing the use of design patterns, anti-patterns and invariants or rules to be used in modelling, the reuse of tested and approved models, and the reuse of test sets that have already been used on other models and appear to be solid and valid. (2) Guide the design of the graphical or textual representation of models by assisting experts to design graphical of textual concrete syntaxes and by automating this process as much as possible. (3) Ergonomics and Users’ Autonomy, i.e., to assist, ease and support the work of different users (DSML designers, DSML users or Model designers and Model users) throughout the whole modelling and V&V processes. The goal is to provide these users with a certain level of autonomy, minimizing the needs for external support. (4) Collaborative multi-domain work for an efficient modelling and V&V, i.e., the means for collaborative work to different users from different domains with different levels of expertise throughout the modelling processes for the successful design and integration of DSML and models, but also throughout the V&V activities to improve the quality of DSML and models.

On the other hand, DSML are usually limited in terms of modelling and V&V that covers simultaneously several views [13]. To address this issue, we highlight the following needs. (5) Syntactical model integration. When modelling a SoI, various interconnected viewpoint models are designed. Each model must be relevant even dedicated to the needs of different stakeholders involved in the design process. When all the viewpoint models are put together and integrated they form a “composite model”, covering a more expressive, realistic and complete representation of a SoI. The syntactical integration aims to relate the structures and representations of different SoI viewpoints. (6) Syntactical DSML integration. Models can be integrated syntactically only if the integration points between different types of models are defined at a DSML level. This consists in integrating the syntaxes of the used DSML forming a “composite DSML”, providing the means for a more expressive, realistic and complete representation of a SoI. (7) Semantical model integration. In a similar way, the whole behavior of a SoI can be represented by mixing or aggregating the behaviors of different viewpoints, even though these behaviors might be based on different functioning hypothesis (e.g., different level of details or different objectives). The semantical integration aims to relate the behavior of all SoI viewpoints so that all models are considered during V&V activities. (8) Semantical
**DSML integration.** The integration of the behavior of SoI viewpoints is also defined at DSML level by integrating the semantics (dynamic or executional) of the used DSML. (9) Model and DSML Interoperability. Both syntactical and semantical integrations are here-considered as sufficient to reach a certain level of model interoperability as it is proposed in other works such as [18], but also a certain level of DSML interoperability. (10) Simulation and Formal proof covering total SoI representation. When DSML are integrated syntactically and semantically, they provide the mean to create models that can also be syntactically and semantically integrated. The goal of such integration is to allow a SoI simulation based on a coordinated execution of all SoI viewpoint models and a SoI formal proof based on all SoI models. (11) Trace V&V analyses. A mechanism that provides an execution trace (i.e., a record about the SoI simulation), and a proof trace (i.e., a record about the satisfiability of a set of formal properties during a SoI simulation).

As a solution to these needs, we propose the tool-equipped method xviCore (executable, verifiable and interoperable Core) introduced in [12], [13], [15], [19], [20]. We discuss hereafter the different solutions proposed by xviCore with respect to the above needs:

- **Guiding the design of well-constructed models.** Using a design pattern approach is a way practitioners can represent invariant knowledge and experience in design. The goal is then to help designers to identify and solve various kinds of problems by drawing or imitating such knowledge and experience. The objectives are: (1) to improve performance (comprehensiveness, relevance) and reliability (proven solutions, justified and context-based); (2) to gain economic value (time savings); (3) to facilitate collaborative work by sharing design pattern repositories; (4) to improve by default the quality level of the model, being able to show the SoI achieves some well-known functionalities or characteristics. In [21], we promote a pattern metamodel that formalizes the application context, the problem to solve, the pattern structure, the benefits and drawbacks. We define three main problems to solve when defining Patterns. First the pattern model itself may allow the description of a promising solution model, thanks to a problem model arising in a given environment for reaching specific objectives and fulfilling given requirements. A Pattern may also be considered as an anti-pattern describing then a solution to avoid. Second, it is requested to establish a Patterns Repository and this needs a pattern modelling language (a particular DMSL) that allows system architects to translate their experience i.e. to formalize encountered problems, contexts, and adopted solutions. Finally, patterns may be embedded in existing should then be identified by pattern recognition mechanisms identified in [21].

- **Guiding the design of graphical concrete syntaxes.** For the design of DSML concrete syntaxes, we propose the use of our pattern-based approach that is introduced in [22], [23]. This approach includes concepts and mechanisms allowing to guide and to assist an expert from any engineering domain to define and formalize the concrete syntax of a graphical DSML considered as relevant in this domain. We define multiple classifications of the abstract syntax elements based both on the abstract syntax and on the concrete syntax. Grounded on these classifications, our approach for a given abstract syntax can generate automatically a concrete syntax, by a process that we refer to as a graphical role election process. The generated concrete syntax contains information about how the different instances of abstract syntax concepts can be embedded into each other and how they can be related to each other. More detailed information such as their size, color, shape, labels, etc., is not generated and thus engineers must furthermore manually complete the generated concrete syntax. But the generated concrete syntax is nonetheless operational and can be used for the basic graphical representations of models. For more details readers are invited to see [22], [23].

- **Design and Integration of DSML syntaxes.** For the syntactical design and integration of DSML we propose our approach Diagraph [24]. Diagraph is an agile method for the synthesis of graphical DSML leveraging, assisting and easing the use of the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) and the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF). It introduces a concurrent and iterative process for the simultaneous design and integration of abstract syntaxes based on the EMF and concrete syntaxes based on the GMF. Diagraph includes also the above discussed approach for an automatic generation of concrete syntaxes. For more details on the Diagraph approach, readers are encouraged to see [24], [25].

- **Design and Integration of DSML semantics.** For the semantical design and integration of DSML, the xviCore method put together the Diagraph approach for the design of DSML syntaxes (abstract and concrete), the UPSE-SL framework (a model verification framework for systems engineering) [16] for the design and verification of DSML static semantics, and the eISM (extended Interpreted Sequential Machine) [15] behavioral modelling language for the design, integration and verification of DSML dynamic semantics. The USE-SL framework promotes the CREI property modelling language for the design of static semantics as modelling and system properties based on integrated abstract syntaxes and dynamic semantics. The dynamic semantics created by the eISM language are provided as a set of integrated discrete-events behavioral models that have a formal underlying structure based on the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and thus can be formally verified. DSML designed by xviCore are denoted xviDSML (executable, verifiable and interoperable DSML) and they can be used to design executable, verifiable and interoperable models (xviModels). An xviDSML represent one integrated DSML in a composite DSML. For more details on xviCore, readers are invited to see [12], [15], [19], [20].

- **Mechanisms for Simulation and Formal Proof.** To put in use the semantics of an xviDSML for the V&V of xviModels, the xviCore approach provides a mechanism for simulation and a mechanism for formal proof. The here-considered simulation consists in using the dynamic semantics defined as sets of eISM behavioral models of one of several xviDSML to execute xviModels. These behavioral models require mechanisms for synchronization and centralized data and event exchange such that each step of the execution, all behavioral models from one or several xviDSML are synchronously executed based on data derived
from one or several xviModels. The data changes in the process, consequently changing the characteristics of the xviModels. Stakeholders observe these changes and judge about the relevance of the model vis-à-vis the expected reality. We propose a solution for such concurrent execution of behavioral models and centralized data and event exchange by applying the blackboard design pattern [26] and several original synchronization rules. For more details, readers are encouraged to see [15], [20]. The here-considered formal proof process consists in the verification of the system and modelling properties defined by the static semantics of an xviDSML. These properties are verified based on a formal specification that is extracted from the xviDSML’s abstract syntax and dynamic semantics. First, the abstract syntaxes are defined as metamodels that naturally have an underlying structure based on an oriented graph that can be used for formal verification. Second, dynamic semantics designed by eISM have a formal underlying structures that can be written in the form of elementary valid forms (EVF) as proposed in [27]. As for the verification mechanism that will check the modelling and system properties based on these specifications, the UPSE-SL framework leverages the use of third-party model-checkers that can operate directly on these specifications without transforming them. For instance, the OCL interpreter [28] can be used to check properties directly based on a metamodel.

- **xviCore lifecycles for Users’ Ergonomics, Autonomy and Collaborative multi-domain work.** xviCore introduces two formalized life cycle to guide and assist the design, integration and use of xviDSML and xviModels. The first lifecycle, denoted “xviDSML and xviModel lifecycle” is composed of several phases and sub-phases. Each phase highlights the properties of tools that need to be designed for each component of an xviDSML or an xviModel, the languages that need to be used and the V&V analyses that need to be performed. The goal of this lifecycle is to provide different experts with a certain level of autonomy, by assist and guide them as much as possible for the design and use of xviDSML and xviModels, minimizing the needs for external support. The second lifecycle, denoted “Composite DSML and model lifecycle”, introduces several phases and sub-phased for the syntactical and semantical integration of xviDSML and xviModels. The goal of this lifecycle is to highlight, ease and assist the collaborative multi-domain work of different experts by allowing them to integrate their domain knowledge through the integration of their dedicated xviDSML and xviModels. So, xviCore emphasize the guided modelling V&V strategy for the design of DSML syntaxes and models during the design phases of DSML and models. The simulation and formal verification V&V strategies are also emphasized to ensure the absence of modelling and design mistakes in DSML and models, throughout both model design and run time phases. xviCore contributes also for the model appraisal V&V strategy by guiding and assisting the design, integration, use, verification and validation of DSML and Models, and by proposing the previous three V&V strategies (guided modelling, simulation and formal proof).

Figure 2 shows an activity diagram that illustrates the interactions between different V&V strategies proposed by xviCore.

**CONCLUSION**

This article shows it is possible to combine several V&V strategies gaining time, quality and operational usage for designers involved in model based systems engineering activities. It aims to link different research results that we have proposed during the past five years into a tool-equipped method called xviCore. The goal here is not to demonstrate that our method xviCore is sufficient and will revolutionize V&V techniques and tools. However, we argue that xviCore is an interesting and beneficial alternative that can help designers to become able to stay autonomous and efficient, to model a system without huge efforts and doubts, to work with confidence, and to reach different V&V results. The xviCore method is today partially equipped and has already been tested on several DSML largely used in MBSE. Our current primary goals are to complete the tooling and to adopt this method in research projects during which designers are more interested to evaluate and prove expertise when necessary and model without ambiguities some non-functional properties of a SoI and particularly here concerned resilience.
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